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Figure 1: A digital render of one of the exemplar physicalizations (phys1, right), colors depict identified clusters by the par-
ticipant. Various reconfiguration strategies were observed, including the increase of cohesion within clusters (left) and the
increase of separation between clusters (middle).
ABSTRACT
Composite data physicalizations allow for the physical reconfigura-
tion of data points, creating new opportunities for interaction and
engagement. However, there is a lack of understanding of people’s
strategies and behaviors when directly manipulating physical data
objects. In this paper, we systematically characterize different recon-
figuration strategies using six exemplar physicalizations. We asked
20 participants to reorganize these exemplars with two levels of
restriction: changing a single data object versus changing multiple
data objects. Our findings show that there were two main reconfigu-
ration strategies used: changes in proximity and changes in atomic
orientation. We further characterize these using concrete examples
of participant actions in relation to the structure of the physical-
izations. We contribute an overview of reconfiguration strategies,
which informs the design of future manually reconfigurable and
dynamic composite physicalizations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Physicalizations are physical artefacts whose “geometry or material
properties encode data” [17], allowing users to perceive information
in a tangible or physical form factor. Fundamentally, physicaliza-
tions afford physical interaction (touching, grabbing, pushing, etc.)
and some form of reconfiguration as their physicality encourages
people to interact with their tangible elements. In many instances
(e.g. [10, 14, 22]) these physicalizations support data curation and in-
put where users can physically rearrange data points. Our research
is concerned with a better understanding of the practices, strategies,
and approaches people take when interacting with physicalizations.
There are many examples of physicalizations where direct inter-
actionwith the data forms their coremodus operandi [14–16, 23, 34].
Following the work of Le Goc et al., we focus specifically on com-
posite physicalizations which consist of “multiple elements whose ty-
pology can be reconfigured or can reconfigure itself” [23]. Composite
physicalizations thus allow manual (through user input) or auto-
matic (through machine actuation) updates of the location and ori-
entation of the data objects while keeping the basic building blocks
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internally consistent. Whilst interaction with composite physical-
izations involves both physical and computational elements, only
the physical elements dictate the complexity of interactions possi-
ble. Hence, when designing these systems, the level of granularity,
degree of manipulability and level of actuation [23] of the overall
composite physicalization depends on the number of physical ele-
ments involved and the extent to which these can be rearranged or
can rearrange themselves (i.e. without human intervention).
There are three main categories of composite physicalizations.
(1) Static composite physicalizations allow the user to manually
reconfigure predetermined ‘buckets’ of data points (i.e. per cate-
gory or year), with the physicalization unable to reconfigure it-
self [16, 19, 32]. For example, Jansen et al. [16] investigated how
users interpreted rows of physical bar charts that could be manually
rearranged. (2) Constructive visualizations [13] allow the free recon-
figuration of non-actuated token-based composite physicalizations
[10, 14, 35, 37]; instead of manipulating ‘buckets’ of data, users
manually rearrange individual datapoints. For example, Huron et
al. [14] investigated the use of physical tokens as a data authoring
tool for non-experts. (3) Shape-changing interfaces [28] support
interaction with dynamic composite physicalizations which, due to
their ability to actuate, can respond to interaction as well as initiate
changes themselves [5, 9, 22, 24, 34]. For example, Taher et al. [34]
investigated the use of automated physical bar charts to explore
and present exemplar data. All three approaches support the orga-
nization of data by direct physical manipulation, whether or not it
is by comparing predesigned ‘buckets’ of data, constructing them
with data points from scratch, or exploring them dynamically.
The unique affordances and characteristics of physicalizations
make them distinct from 2D visualizations, unlocking novel human-
data interaction approaches. For example, their three-dimensionality
allows for observation from multiple angles and their tangibility
supports active manipulation using everyday motor skills. Physi-
calizations also allow for social interactions around them that can
facilitate collaboration [17]. However, we still lack an understanding
of how users approach and interact with composite physicaliza-
tions and the facets of their distinct qualities. This includes the
perception of size for different physical shapes [16], the effect of
user orientation on the perception of physical information [29],
and the interweaving of the material and social aspects of tangible
interaction [12]. In addition, shape-changing physicalizations are
currently bound to the limitations of technology for their implemen-
tation and often explored and studied in those terms. This means
the study of users’ interactions with these systems is currently re-
stricted to technology dictated interactions, potentially conflicting
with users’ preferred or spontaneous interaction strategies. As such,
we aim to further develop our understanding of approaches to, and
interactions with, composite physicalizations. This will inform how
we might better support users’ approaches to reorganizing data
in physical 3D space. Our work aims to investigate users’ strate-
gies when interacting with physical data points, e.g., in relation
to each other, the canvas, and to themselves. In doing so, we can
start to understand people’s spontaneous reconfiguration strategies,
regardless of any technological limitations or recognition biases —
the possible pre-existing association one can have with a dataset
due to their prior knowledge, occupation, etc.— and with a higher
degree of interaction possibilities.
In response to the highlighted gaps in understanding users and
their interaction with physicalizations [12, 16, 29], our work focuses
on interaction with composite bar chart physicalizations, to inform
the next generation of interactive dynamic composite physicaliza-
tions. We conducted an experiment with six abstract exemplar phys-
icalizations, informed by prior work on the well-known physical
3D bar charts [5, 7, 9, 34], to observe technologically unconstrained
direct physical manipulation. We asked 20 participants to use any
approach to reconfiguration to reorganize pre-identified clusters of
data objects. Our key finding is the detailed breakdown of two main
user strategies found for reorganizing physicalizations: changes
in proximity, where objects are relocated in the same plane, and
changes in atomic orientation, where objects are rotated. While these
two strategies dominated and prevailed in our findings, they are
not mutually exclusive and are complementary to other strategies,
including the swapping and removal of data objects. Our contribu-
tion lies in our observation of the (dis)similarity of their use across
different (exemplar) physicalizations and degree of user restrictions.
We detail these (dis)similarities per physicalization, across differ-
ent physicalizations, and two degrees of user restriction to reflect
on generalisability across systems of different interaction possi-
bilities. This contributes a first characterization of user strategies
when reorganizing clustered data objects that are part of a larger
physicalization. The real-world implication of this work is that, for
a dynamic composite physicalization to allow for interaction, it
should take into account these strategies in the interaction design,
data presentation, and actuation mechanisms of the system.
2 BACKGROUND
Data Physicalizations are the physical analogy of Data Visualiza-
tions, encoding data into physical geometry and/or material prop-
erties [17]. Physical interaction with data can increase user engage-
ment, facilitate understanding and learning, and make data more
accessible [17]. Prior work on interaction with physicalizations
demonstrated different interaction techniques to systems ranging
from static (e.g. [16]) to fully actuated representations (e.g. [34]).
These include the manual re-arrangement of static data columns
or data points to organize exemplar data [14, 16], stacking phys-
ical tokens to construct individual data points [10], performing
gestures in the air to control data filtering of dynamic physical
bar charts [33] or pushing/pulling individual bars of a bar chart to
change a data point’s value in a linear manner [34].
2.1 Composite data physicalizations
Prior work studied specific underlying elements of the reconfigu-
ration of physicalizations. Jansen et al. [18] have shown that the
perception of size for physical bars is consistent with 2D visual-
izations, yet different for physical spheres. Sauvé et al. [29] found
that the perception of physical information is in general directly
influenced by user orientation to the canvas. Taher et al. [34] and
Everitt et al. [7] found that participants mainly interacted with the
most accessible physical bars along the edges of a system’s grid,
illustrating how the technical implementation can influence interac-
tion. Lastly, Jansen et al. [16] found that touching a physicalization
can be a cognitive aid for memory.
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In our work we focus on interaction with composite physicaliza-
tions [23] — a subset of physicalizations that allow for the physical
reconfiguration of their elements, manually by the user and/or by
automated actuation. These types of physicalizations offer promis-
ing opportunities for data curation and input, but equally raise
challenges for interactive systems to support direct physical manip-
ulations. Further, our current understanding of the implications of
user reconfiguration of data is limited: such rearrangement effects
data perception, integrity, discovery, and interpretation.
2.2 Static composite physicalizations
Static composite physicalizations allow the user to manually re-
configure predetermined ‘buckets’ of data points that cannot re-
configure themselves. Examples are work using re-arrangeable 3D
bar charts [16], but also more expressive shapes to foster reflec-
tion [19, 32]. For example, SweatAtoms [19] and Activity Sculp-
tures [32] use 3D printed objects to visualize activity data to allow
users to appropriate and reflect on personal data.
2.3 Constructive visualization
Constructive visualization [13] supports the free reconfiguration of
non-actuated token-based physical data representations. In other
words, the physicalization is constructed by placing building blocks
(tokens) on a blank ‘canvas’. This supports data authoring through
the reconfiguration of physical tokens, for example by stacking
and/or changing the spatial relations in a plane. These interactions
allow the construction and curation of data from scratch, but are
constrained by components such as token unit, token grammar
and assembly model [13]. Still, how people make use of space and
perform spatial organization can be informative for the interac-
tion with dynamic composite physicalizations. It is understood
that the construction of physicalizations results in an interrelation
principle [37], as moving physical elements influences multiple pa-
rameters of the visualization pipeline at once. For example, the
decision to place physical objects in the canvas — loading data [37]
— simultaneously requires the user to think about where to put the
object in relation to other data objects — visual mapping [37] —
and in relation to the canvas — presentation mapping [37]. Example
works make use of tangible tiles [8, 14, 37] but also more complex
token grammars such as Cairn [10] for situated data collection of a
maker community, or more freeform tokens from household objects
for the creation of personal physicalizations in the home [35].
2.4 Shape-changing interfaces
Shape-changing interfaces [1, 28] support interaction with dynamic
composite physicalizations. For shape-changing interfaces, interac-
tion often occurs by touching supplementary menu panels [7] or by
pushing and pulling the actuated bars directly [34]. These interac-
tions most often allow for navigation and exploration of data. Exam-
ples include automated 3D physical bars in a fixed grid [5, 9, 24, 34],
but also freely re-arrangeable systems such as Zooids [22]. How-
ever, as these technologies are still not mature, it can be difficult to
understand complex interaction that is not inherently constrained
by the design goals of the system, the path of least resistance of the
application, and frequently also the limitations of the technology.
3 RATIONALE FOR METHODOLOGY
While we are starting to build clear insights into how physicaliza-
tions can be constructed using emerging technologies [9, 24, 33] and
how they can encode data in specific application domains [7, 26, 31],
there is currently little empirical work that examines the underly-
ing mechanisms through which people interact with physicaliza-
tions [29]. We argue that understanding the underlying principles
of perception and interaction with physicalizations are a necessary
step to be able to design, build and research effective and consistent
physicalizations.
Prior work demonstrates that the perception of and interaction
with visualizations can be successfully studied in isolation [6]. Ex-
amples in the realm of physicalizations include the perception of
physical size [18], the influence of orientation on perception [29]
and the interaction with physical data points [14]. These studies
use abstract non-interactive ‘data-agnostic’ apparatuses to enable a
systematic and principled approach that leads to novel insights that
generalize to a wide range of systems and applications. However,
there are currently no studies that elucidate the underlying prin-
ciples and strategies of how people interact with and reconfigure
physical information.
In this work, we adopt a similar approach — using methodolo-
gies and apparatus from static physicalization and constructive
visualization — that enables us to study reconfiguration strategies
using abstract data points that adhere to the rules of Gestalt [21].
This allows us to design the layouts of exemplar physicalizations
in such a way that they are not based on a single dataset, but ad-
here to relational properties of objects and the visual perception of
space (as per Gestalt) that forms the foundational theory for any
physical representation. Gestalt is important for data visualization
and physicalization since it is concerned with how the human brain
perceives information and what perceptual properties are easier
to interpret than others. To design informative physicalizations,
that are effective in communicating information through physical
elements, it is important to adhere to these fundamental principles.
Our approach draws on prior work from the field of cognitive
science on the use of physical space and clustering of physical
(data) objects. Specifically, the proposed classification of Kirsh [20]
explains that rearrangement of the position of physical (data) ob-
jects can serve three main purposes: (i) spatial arrangements that
simplify choice; (ii) spatial arrangements that simplify perception;
(iii) and spatial dynamics that simplify internal computation. To give
an example, people offload mental effort into physical space by
rearranging objects to simplify choice or to try out alternatives [20].
Hence, interaction with physical data objects goes beyond pure
‘data interpretation’ tasks but engages cognition and perception of
physical space [20, 29].
While our work builds principally on work in the field of physi-
calizations [17], this work is dominated by research on technology
(new forms of implementing actuated physicalizations), and spe-
cific domains (implementing datasets in physicalizations). Because
of the systematic lack of more principled and fundamental work,
we build further on prior work in 2D visualization to inform our
study setup. Our study operationalizes pre-attentive properties (e.g.
visual salience) [36, Chapter 5] and Gestalt principles [36, Chap-
ter 6] in the design of the stimuli. In our findings, we draw parallels
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Figure 2: Overview of the six exemplar physicalizations used in this study (phys1 – phys6).
between 2D visualization concepts [27] and our observations of
reconfiguration in 3D space. To give an example, we discuss how or-
ganization in 2D space (i.e. separability and integrality [27]) relates
to proximity and atomic orientation changes in 3D space. Following
‘data-agnostic’ studies on 2D visual perception [3, 11, 30], we use
data-agnostic ‘abstract’ 3D shapes to study interaction strategies
based on proximity, orientation, and tangibility — not a specific
dataset. This allows our study into interaction strategies to be inde-
pendent of any dataset or domain, and more generally informative
to future developments in this space. This is further supported by
the use of a technology-agnostic setup (effectively accomplished
through the use of static cuboids), allowing our findings to inform
future technology approaches to physicalizations.
Our methodology, therefore, adopts the apparatus, number of
participants and setup from prior work [29], althoughwe fundamen-
tally study a different aspect of interaction with physicalizations.
Where Sauvé et al. [29] showed the direct relation between user
orientation and perception of static physicalizations that could not
be manipulated, this work studies the interactions with those phys-
icalizations. As such we can start to understand how interactivity
with physical data, and reconfiguration mechanisms used therein,
can be supported in future composite physicalizations.
3.1 Limitations of the approach
This methodology enables the distillation of fundamental insights
into basic interactions with physicalizations, but does not provide
an exhaustive list of potential interactions with diverse physical-
izations. Rather, this approach isolates one aspect of the physi-
calization (i.e. size [18], orientation [29], or in this paper: spatial
mapping) to provide evidence on how these isolated characteristics
of physicalizations influence users. We focus on a subset of physi-
calizations, physical bar charts, as these are well-established in the
field (i.e. [9, 24, 34]). However, we can not make conclusive state-
ments on the reconfiguration of other types of physicalizations.
4 METHOD
The overarching goal of this study is to investigate data reconfig-
uration strategies on exemplar physicalizations. Specifically, we
examine reconfiguration in physical bar-chart style composite phys-
icalizations.
In this work, we use data reconfiguration to refer to the manual
rearrangement of physical data objects to (re)organize a physical-
ization. This study adopts the apparatus, number of participants
and setup from [29], and seeks to answer the question: how do users
reconfigure exemplar composite physicalizations with two different
levels of restriction? This question allows us to examine the inter-
twined relation between user actions, physicalization structure and
reconfiguration characteristics.
The two levels of interaction phases (two levels of restriction)
were introduced to examine the extent to which participants can
reorganize physical data objects and whether they use different
reconfiguration strategies. Our study setup focuses solely on inter-
action, giving participants a degree of freedom in reorganizing data
points that in ‘real physicalizations’ would break the data consis-
tency. However, this approach enables us to reveal more general
reconfiguration strategies that are not specific to one data context.
4.1 Physicalization design
The design of the six exemplar physicalizations (referred to as phys1
– phys6; see Figure 2) is informed by the well-known physical bar
charts previously used in physicalizations [5, 34]. This set of phys-
icalizations intentionally contains edge cases of different visual
encoding. We thereby ensured that these included various visual
obstructions, gradual and abrupt height differences, as well as clear
and ambiguous distinctions of clusters, see Figure 2. This allows
us to study reconfiguration strategies across a variety of spatial
mappings, thoroughly exploring their effect on physical interac-
tion with these mappings. Similar to work on 2D visualization [27],
we varied the size (volume) and position (proximity), where we
included the rotation of data objects in physical space. Each of the
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physicalizations consists of 16 blue acrylic objects that have four dif-
ferent lengths (Figure 3). This allowed us to create physicalizations
with a range of complexity, while maintaining a similar density.
The layouts of the six physicalizations are not based on a concrete
dataset, but on intrinsic and relational properties of objects, fol-
lowing the standard definition of physicalizations [17]. Our stimuli
follow a set of rules based on three pre-attentive visual properties
known from 2D visualization [36]: proximity, continuity, and atomic
orientation. We use proximity to differentiate between internal and
external distances between clusters of objects on the 2D plane and
created two types of spatial relations: in a grid (e.g. Figure 2, phys1)
or a linear manner (e.g. Figure 2, phys3). We use continuity to differ-
entiate between perceived connectedness by using objects of similar
size or objects of increasing size consecutively. We use atomic ori-
entation — which is the rotation of an object around its own axes
— to differentiate in the orientation of single objects within the
physicalization, in the x, y, or z plane.
4.2 Setup
The lab-based study setup consisted of a white fixed square canvas
(40× 40 cm) and a camera above the table captured a top-down view
of the participants’ reconfigurations (Figure 3). We presented each
of the six physicalizations from four sides to reduce the previously
found influence of orientation [29], creating a total of 24 trials,
which were randomized using the Latin square method.
Figure 3: Study setup and exemplar physicalization made
with acrylic objects.
4.3 Participants
A total of 20 participants were recruited (9 identified as female, 11 as
male) with an average age of 27 years (𝜎 = 5.92). The requirements
for participation were that participants are fully (or corrected to
fully) sighted and are physically able to reorganize physical objects.
4.4 Procedure
We introduced the participants to the study, asked them to sign a
consent form and collected their demographics. We explained the
goal of the experiment — to understand how people reconfigure
physical objects that represent (abstract) data — and walked them
through an example trial to familiarize them with the procedure.
We did not constrain participants in their reconfigurations, apart
from that they were not allowed to stack the individual objects, as
this would potentially alter the shape of the data points, rather than
the presentation mapping on which this work focuses. We applied
a think-aloud method for which we motivated the participants to
speak their thoughts aloud while completing the trials as described
below. During the study, we randomly presented participants with
the six physicalizations, each seen from four sides, creating a total
of 24 different physicalizations.
4.5 Tasks
The tasks are based on the process of presentation mapping [37],
focusing only on the spatial organization of data. We asked partici-
pants to reorganize the physicalizations according to the clusters
they perceived, making use of the canvas and available physical
objects as constraints. The design of the tasks was influenced by
Kirsh [20] who proposed that an effective means to simplify the
perception of physical (data) objects is to spatially arrange them
to reflect one’s representation of the task. We deliberately use two
levels of restriction (we refer to them as phases) to represent dif-
ferent ‘degrees of freedom’ found in related work: the change of a
single object (phase 1 – restricted) relates to interaction of limited
form in interactive systems [9, 34] and no restrictions (phase 2 –
unrestricted) relates to complete freedom of interaction in work on
constructive visualization [14, 37].
4.6 Participant instructions
Specifically, we asked participants, if they thought it was possible,
to make the clusters they identified more distinct by reorganization
in two phases. To make the concept of ‘data clustering’ more acces-
sible, we used the terminology ‘identifying groups’, and explained
the definition of a group as a set of objects that you think belong
together; it is not about the atomic properties of each object, but about
their relation to each other. For each of the 24 physicalizations, the
following two exact questions were sequentially asked:
Phase 1 (restricted): How would you make the groups you identified
more distinct by moving one object? To capture how the participants
would reorganize the observed clusters with restriction, we asked
them how they would make the clusters more distinct if they could
only change one object. We asked them to perform the reconfig-
uration to capture the exact changes in the object’s location and
orientation on the canvas.
Phase 2 (unrestricted): How would you make the groups you identi-
fied more distinct by moving the least number of objects? To capture
how the participants would reorganize the observed clusters with
no restriction, we asked them to continue on their result of phase 1
and perform another reconfiguration to capture the exact changes
in objects’ location and orientation on the canvas.
4.7 Data collection & analysis
We used worksheets with visual representations of the physicaliza-
tion to capture the answers of the participants to the questions, and
we annotated the changes made to the physicalization. To avoid
ambiguity in capturing the changes the researcher would ask for
clarifications in case user interactions were not explicit.
We made top-down video recordings of the tabletop and the
hands of the participants, and audio-recorded their verbal feed-
back. We particularly considered participants’ quotes to verify their
intentions and to allow for more detailed reasoning. Lastly, the
worksheets that the researcher used during the experiment were
cross-referenced with the video recordings of the whole interaction.
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We created a visual library to capture the end results of the
changes made by each participant, for phase 1 and phase 2. These
were visual representations of the changes made, to capture the
high-fidelity information of the physical manipulations performed
on the physicalizations.
To analyze the reconfiguration strategies in more detail, we
coded each phase, recording each object’s position and orientation.
This allowed us to cross-reference coordinate and atomic orienta-
tion changes of objects with the clustering data from prior work [29]
to extract more detailed information in relation to the clusters iden-
tified. Hence, we can discuss change in cohesion, which refers to the
distance of objects to the centroid (mean coordinate) within a clus-
ter, and change in separation, which refers to the distance between
centroids of clusters of objects. The calculation for cohesion and
separation corresponds with common internal evaluation methods
for cluster analysis. More specifically, we follow the approach used
in the Davies-Bouldin index [4], in which they refer to intra- and
inter-cluster similarity — our cohesion and separation respectively.
The cluster validation is based on a 2D plane, not 3D space (as
participants were not allowed to stack objects). The performed re-
configurations in phase 1 are inherently included in the result at
phase 2 due to the sequential nature of these phases. As such, the
results of phase 2 represent all changes performed per trial.
5 FINDINGS
Across all participants and physicalizations, for both the restricted
and unrestricted conditions, we observed a diverse range of in-
teraction approaches. Our findings categorize these into two pre-
dominant reconfiguration strategies: (i) change in proximity and
(ii) change in atomic orientation. Overall, our study shows that —
regardless of restrictions — participants were able and comfortable
to perform reconfigurations to make the perceived clusters more
distinct. In this section, we describe the observed reconfiguration
strategies and how they can inform futurework on interactionswith
dynamic composite physicalizations. We report on (i) the general
reconfiguration strategies, (ii) the reconfiguration characteristics
per physicalization, and (iii) discuss each of the reconfiguration
strategies in further detail. We evidence our observations with de-
scriptive statistics and discuss a selection of concrete examples
from the six exemplar physicalizations.
5.1 Overall reconfiguration strategies
We present an overview of the general reconfiguration strategies
used for the reorganization of physical data objects across all phys-
icalizations and participants. Overall, we observed changes in
proximity and atomic orientation as the two main reconfig-
uration strategies. Of all (480) trials, 52% involved the reconfigu-
ration of an object at phase 1 (250 trials). These reconfigurations
all involved proximity changes of which almost a third additional
atomic orientation changes (and 1 trial contained a removal strat-
egy). This means that for 48% of all trials no reconfiguration was
performed at phase 1. Of all (480) trials, 80% involved the recon-
figuration of one or more objects at phase 2 (386 trials). These
reconfigurations all involved proximity changes of which almost
a fourth additional atomic orientation changes (and 19 trials con-
tained other strategies). This means that for 20% of all trials no
reconfiguration was performed at phase 2.
To conclude, when only a single object could be reconfigured
(phase 1), participants did so for approximately half of all trials
(52%). When multiple objects could be reconfigured (phase 2), par-
ticipants did so for the majority of all trials (80%). This means that
with no restrictions at all, participants were most likely to make
changes to the exemplar physicalizations. For both phase 1 and 2,
all reconfigurations involved the change of proximity, and a minor-
ity (respectively 14% and 16% of all trials) involved the change of
atomic orientation. So, regardless of restrictions, and if an action
was taken to make clusters more distinct, changes in the proximity
of objects were always used, sometimes (14–16%) in combination
with the rotation of objects.
5.2 Reconfiguration characteristics per
physicalization
In this section, we elaborate on the reconfiguration characteristics
across phases per physicalization. To reiterate, for each physicaliza-
tion there exists a total of 80 trials (20 participants× 4 orientations),
each of which involves phase 1 (restriction of changing one object)
and a continuation into phase 2 (no restrictions). Table 1 column
3 shows the number (and percentage) of trials that involved the
change of a single object (phase 1) and the change of multiple ob-
jects (phase 2). The subsequent columns of Table 1 provide numbers
of the different reconfiguration strategies within each phase.
5.2.1 Terminology. To describe the reconfiguration characteris-
tics observed in our study, we introduce and define the following
terminology for changes in the physicalizations after interaction:
C1 Proximity Change: one or more objects are relocated in
the same plane. For example, all objects in phys1 are moved
closer together (see Figure 1, left). Relocation is calculated
based on each object’s coordinates at their center on the x
and y plane.
C2 Cohesion Change: objects have changed proximity (C1)
such that the average distance of all the cluster’s objects to
the cluster’s centroid has changed. For example, in Figure
1 (left) all objects are moved closer together, increasing the
cohesion of their clusters, but leaving the separation of clusters
(C3) unchanged.
C3 Separation Change: objects have changed proximity (C1)
such that the average distance between all clusters’ centroids
has changed. For example, in Figure 1 (middle) all objects are
further apart, increasing the separation between clusters, but
leaving the cohesion within clusters (C2) unchanged.
C4 Atomic Orientation Change: one or more objects are ro-
tated over any of their axes. We categorize three different
atomic orientation changes we observed in our study: (i)
rotation within the plane (x ↔ y; Figure 12B), (ii) rotation
from plane to space (x/y→ z; Figure 12A), and (iii) rotation
from space to plane (z→ x/y; Figure 13B). For example, a long
object laying flat is rotated from pointing east to north (i); is
set up straight to point upwards (ii); or was standing and now
laid flat (iii).
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Table 1: Occurrence of changes and strategies applied per trial, per physicalization (P) after each phase (ø) across all par-
ticipants. Cohesion refers to a change in distance of objects within a cluster, and separation refers to a change in distance
between clusters. Increase and decrease are indicated by ‘+’ and ‘-’ respectively. Percentages per row are in relation to 80 trials
per physicalization, the ‘Total’ row refers to all 480 trials.
Proximity Atomic Orientation Other
Cohesion Separation x ↔ y xy −→ z z −→ xy Swap Rem.
P ø Changes + - + -
1 1 3 ( 4%) 2 ( 3%) 1 ( 1%) 3 ( 4%) - - - - - -2 35 (44%) 23 (29%) 4 ( 5%) 16 (20%) - - - - - -
2 1 10 (13%) 3 ( 4%) 5 ( 6%) 9 (11%) - - - - - 1 ( 1%)2 52 (65%) 25 (31%) 10 (13%) 40 (50%) - - - - 6 ( 8%) -
3 1 76 (95%) 56 (70%) 19 (24%) 67 (84%) 44 (55%) - - - - -2 79 (99%) 67 (84%) 23 (29%) 70 (88%) 47 (59%) - - 1 ( 1%) - -
4 1 74 (93%) 71 (89%) 5 ( 6%) 68 (85%) 21 (26%) 9 (11%) 37 (46%) - - -2 80 (100%) 77 (96%) 14 (18%) 72 (90%) 45 (56%) 47 (59%) 46 (58%) 2 ( 3%) - -
5 1 59 (74%) 14 (18%) 6 ( 8%) 57 (71%) 2 ( 3%) - - - - -2 79 (99%) 34 (43%) 9 (11%) 68 (85%) 12 (15%) - - - 8 (10%) 1 ( 1%)
6 1 28 (35%) 20 (25%) 4 ( 5%) 25 (31%) 8 (10%) 14 (18%) - 5 ( 6%) - -2 61 (76%) 40 (50%) 10 (13%) 47 (59%) 18 (23%) 15 (19%) 1 ( 1%) 5 ( 6%) 4 ( 5%) -
Total 1 250 (52%) 166 (35%) 40 ( 8%) 229 (48%) 75 (16%) 23 ( 5%) 37 ( 8%) 5 ( 1%) - 1 (<1%)2 386 (80%) 266 (55%) 69 (15%) 312 (65%) 122 (25%) 62 (13%) 47 (10%) 8 ( 2%) 18 ( 4%) 1 (<1%)
Figure 4: Objects changed at phase 1 per physicalization, ranging from 0 to 56. Color and annotations show frequency per
object (0 values are omitted).
5.2.2 Phase 1 per physicalization (restriction of changing one object).
Phase 1 represents the limited degrees-of-freedom interaction found
in related work on interactive systems (e.g., [9, 24, 33]). Across all
reconfigurations at phase 1 (Table 1), for phys1 and phys2 the
majority of trials did not involve the change of a single object.
In contrast, for phys3-5 the majority of trials (95%, 93% and 74%)
did involve the change of a single object. For phys6, 35% of trials
involved the change of a single object.
Figure 4 details the total objects that were changed at phase 1,
showing an overview of the accumulated objects that were chosen
for each physicalization. For phys6 there was a clear preference
for three out of 16 objects (Figure 4, phys6, changed 6-8 times) and
for phys3-5 there was a clear preference for a specific single object
(Figure 4, phys3-5, changed 30, 56, and 47 times respectively).
Considering reconfiguration strategies per physicalization, we
observe (see Table 1) that for phys1, phys2, phys3, and phys5 prin-
cipally proximity changes were made (apart from a minor outlier)
and for phys4 and phys6 a combination of proximity and atomic
orientation changes were performed.
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Figure 5: Objects changed at phase 2 per physicalization, ranging from 0 to 70. Color and annotations show frequency per
object (0 values are omitted).
Table 2: The occurrence of changes at phase 2 (column 2) and the frequency of specific amounts of objects changed per trial
(in % of all changes that occurred in that physicalization).
PHYS Phase 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 16
1 35 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 34% 0% 0% 54%
2 52 4% 8% 10% 13% 10% 25% 2% 0% 0% 6% 6% 0% 2% 15%
3 79 13% 43% 27% 6% 6% 4% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
4 80 1% 34% 26% 13% 16% 4% 4% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
5 79 35% 24% 16% 10% 6% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 4% 0% 0%
6 61 21% 11% 11% 33% 3% 2% 0% 11% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 2%
5.2.3 Phase 2 per physicalization (continuation of phase 1 with no
restrictions). Phase 2 refers to the free-form multiple degrees-of-
freedom interaction possibilities as seen in related work on con-
structive physicalizations [13]. Looking at the reconfigurations
performed at phase 2 (Table 1) for phys1, less than half of the trials
(44%) involved any change of objects. For phys2 and phys6, this was
for more than half of the trials (65% and 76%), and for phys3, phys4
and phys5 the majority of trials (from 99% to 100%). Figure 5 details
the objects that were changed at phase 2, showing an overview of
the accumulated objects chosen for each physicalization. Addition-
ally, Table 2 shows the percentages for the total number of objects
changed per physicalization.
Combining Figure 5 with Table 2, we can make the following
conclusions for each physicalization. Our data shows that for phys1,
the majority of reconfigurations involved exactly 12 or 16 objects
(34% and 54%), with no specific preference for any set of cubes (see
Figure 5). In contrast, participants used a varying number of objects
for phys2 (Table 2) and showed a slight preference for which objects
to reconfigure, reflected in various objects being chosen between 11
and 40 times (Figure 5). Phys6 involved the change of predominantly
1 or 4 objects (21% and 33%), which, with a slight preference for
the bottom cluster, is reflected by the varying highlighted objects,
being chosen between 4 to 29 times. For phys3 it varied between 1
to 3 objects (13-43%), with a clear choice of particular objects being
changed 36, 38, or 41 times. Similarly, reconfigurations for phys4
primarily involved between 2 to 5 objects (13-34%), again, with a
visible preference for some objects resulting in objects being chosen
between 17 and 70 times. Lastly, for phys5, reconfigurations leaned
towards 1 to 3 objects (16-35%), with an overwhelming preference
for one object being changed 51 times.
Considering the strategies used per physicalization at phase 2,
we observed (see Table 1) that for phys1, phys2, phys3, and phys5
mainly proximity changes dominated (apart from the minor strategy
of swapping for phys2 and phys5). For phys4 and phys6we observed
a combination of proximity and atomic orientation changes.
5.2.4 Reconfiguration strategies per physicalization. Combining
the object frequency information from Figure 4 and Figure 5, and
the occurrence numbers from Table 1 and 2, we can derive a general
strategy per physicalization for phase 1 and phase 2. Figure 6 shows
that for the majority of physicalizations an increase in cohesion
and separation occur simultaneously, although with a different
number of objects. Phys1 presents a special case as only cohesion
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Figure 6: An overview of the main reconfiguration strategies observed per physicalization for both phases, including cohesion
increase (COH+), separation increase (SEP+), rotation from plane to space (RPS) and rotation in the plane (RP). Colors are used
to indicate identified clusters and shadows are used to show object positions prior to the changes made.
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or separation was increased, using 12 or 16 objects (Figure 6, phys1
– phase 2). Phys2 and phys5 are the only two physicalizations that
show an example of an isolated increase of separation (Figure 6,
phys2 – phase 2, phys5 – phase 1). Lastly, phys4 and phys6 are the
two physicalizations in which atomic orientation was part of the
main strategy (Figure 6, phys4 – phase 1 and 2, phys6 – phase 1).
For phys1 and phys2 the overarching strategy at phase 1 was
to not change any objects. The lack of change for these two phys-
icalizations could be explained by the orderly arrangement of all
objects, creating a constant internal structure. Therefore, it is diffi-
cult to effectively reorganize them by only changing a single object.
For phys3 and phys5 the main strategy involved the change of a
centrally positioned object (Figure 6, phys5 – phase 1) or one out of
a selection of objects that was located on the conjunction of clus-
ters (Figure 6, phys3 – phase 1). Hence, changing object locations
was used to ‘untangle’ the overlapping relations, and improve the
organization of the physicalization.
For phys4 the main strategy involved the change of atomic ori-
entation of one or more objects. This was done to visually integrate
with the atomic orientation of neighboring objects, while differ-
entiating from the objects lying flat in the plane. This shows that
manipulating the atomic orientation change of an object, inevitably
influences its cluster’s cohesion and separation, as the coordinates
of the center of the object change. In this case, (the center of) the
object got closer to its cluster centroid (Figure 6, phys4 – phase 1).
The mixed orientations of objects within clusters invited partici-
pants to make changes to individual objects of different clusters.
Lastly, the main strategy for phys6 was similar to phys4. However,
at phase 2 we observed the increase of separation and cohesion
over atomic orientation changes (Figure 6, phys6 – phase 2).
To summarize, our data shows that exemplar physicalizations
with a constant internal structure are likely to involve either none
or many changes (see phys1 and phys2); physicalizations represent-
ing overlapping cluster borders are likely to motivate a change of
one or more centrally positioned objects (see phys3 and phys5) and;
physicalizations with objects in mixed orientations likely result
in rotation changes to integrate and/or differentiate their atomic
orientation of objects (see phys4 and phys6). This demonstrates
that when physicalizations show strong adherence to pre-attentive
visual properties, then few if any interactions are performed — and
vice versa. This means that clusters that are visually separate and
have consistent orientations within, do not motivate participants to
reconfigure them. Conversely, ambiguous separation and orienta-
tion of clusters result in reconfigurations to reduce that ambiguity.
5.3 Reconfiguration strategies across all
physicalizations
In the following sections, we discuss reconfiguration strategies
more generally and in relation to participant actions and physical-
ization structure. As a reminder, changes in proximity and atomic
orientation were most frequently used across physicalizations. Prox-
imity changes occurred for all physicalizations, whereas atomic
orientation changes occurred most prominent for phys4 and phys6.
In the remainder, we further dissect these two main strategies and
report on some outlying strategies that we observed.
5.4 Proximity as reconfiguration strategy
In general, proximity changes were observed in 249 trials at phase
1 (52%) and 385 trials at phase 2 (80%). To illustrate, for phys1,
we primarily observed either the increase of cohesion, in which
participants decreased the distance within clusters (Figure 1 left),
or the increase of separation, in which participants increased the
distance between clusters (Figure 1 middle). Within our study we
observed different ways in which cohesion and separation changes
can coexist (Table 1) and we will elaborate on three of these for
both phases.
5.4.1 Simultaneous cohesion & separation changes. The most com-
mon proximity approach we observed was the simultaneous increase
of cohesion and separation. For all trials, this strategy was applied
157 times at phase 1 (33%) and 219 times at phase 2 (46%), especially
for phys3 and phys4.
To illustrate this behavior for phase 1, we take phys3 as a con-
crete example, for which behavior of this type was observed across
52 trials (65% of phys3 trials). As shown in Figure 6 (phys3 – phase
1), the cube that created overlap with another cluster is moved out
of that cluster and closer to the objects with similar properties,
increasing the cohesion within the cluster and increasing the sepa-
ration between clusters. For phase 2, similar behavior was observed
across 60 trials (75% of phys3 trials). Subsequent to phase 1, an
additional object was changed to again increase its cohesion within
and separation between clusters (see Figure 6, phys3 – phase 2).
In summary, from all proximity changes observed, the simulta-
neous increase of cohesion and separation was most common. It
can be expected that moving objects closer within a cluster to make
them more cohesive, simultaneously also creates more distance be-
tween clusters that make them appear more separate. This coupling
is expected, since cohesion and separation have an intrinsic relation
in our Gestalt-based layouts. We observed that participants applied
this strategy as an effective way to create visual consistency and
avoid any ambiguity, thus, clarifying the spatial relations of objects.
It remains an open question as to what extent the simultaneous
increase of cohesion and separation is intended and/or conscious.
For example, from participants’ comments it appears that, at times,
the focus was mainly on one (increasing separation or cohesion),
whilst the other was a ‘by-product’ of the changes made. Further
research would be needed to unravel the sensemaking of users in
these reconfigurations, and whether their intentions and resulting
layouts are consciously coupled.
5.4.2 Cohesion changes. Looking at cohesion changes in isolation
(Table 3, columns 3-5), we distinguish between occasions in which
both the increase and decrease of cohesion occurred (COH+-) and
occasions in which this occurred in isolation from each other (either
COH+ or COH-). From these three combinations, the sole increase of
cohesion was observed most frequently (Table 3, column 3), which
refers to shortening the distance of an object or objects to their
cluster centroid. For all trials, this approach was taken 156 times at
phase 1 (33%) and 233 times at phase 2 (49%).
At phase 1, increasing cohesion often involved the ‘pushing in’
of an object into the cluster it was assigned to (Figure 7A). At phase
2, increasing cohesion would be performed by moving multiple
objects of a cluster closer together evenly (Figure 7B).
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Table 3: Percentages of the different combinationswithin co-
hesion (COH) and separation (SEP) changes across phase 1
and 2, either for increase only (+), decrease only (-) or both
increase and decrease (+-).
COH SEP
Phase changes + - +- + - +-
1 250 33% 6% 2% 36% 4% 12%
2 386 49% 7% 7% 45% 5% 20%
Interestingly, of all trials at phase 2, 34 (10%) involved a special
increase of cohesion, in which the objects were moved towards each
other until they were touching, creating an internal distance of zero
(Figure 7C). Nine participants showed this kind of action across
physicalizations, and specifically for phys1. Even more noticeable,
P4 performed this action for 18 of all their 24 trials.
Although decreasing the cohesion is a somewhat counterintu-
itive strategy for reorganizing clusters, there were some outliers in
which this was applied. One example is P15, who explained that
they performed a decrease of cohesion for the single cluster they
identified in phys2, to increase the visibility of all individual data-
points (Figure 8A). Further, P19 applied simultaneous increase and
decrease of cohesion for 75% of their trials of phys1 and phys2 to
disrupt any possible other trends and strengthen the clusters they
identified (Figure 8B).
Figure 7: For phys2, an example of (A) phase 1 cohesion in-
crease, (B) phase 2 cohesion increase and (C) a unique ap-
proach to cohesion increase until objects are touching.
In summary, looking at cohesion changes in isolation, partici-
pants generally performed the increase of cohesion over the other
two cohesion behaviors, often by ‘pushing in’ a single object into
their cluster or moving multiple objects together evenly. This be-
havior resonates with achieving visual consistency within clusters.
However, maintaining the exact internal structure of clusters seems
to be less important. For example, rather than moving an entire clus-
ter evenly away from another cluster, participants chose to move
particular objects closer ‘into’ a cluster (Figure 7B). This means that
the internal structure of the cluster and its location (the centroid)
changed as well. In these approaches, the focus is on the cohesion
of one particular cluster, over (i) the separation with other clusters
and/or (ii) the location of the cluster in the complete canvas.
However, in some cases, deliberate attention to the overall phys-
icalization was observed, resulting in seemingly counterintuitive
behavior (i.e. cohesion decrease; Figure 8A) to reduce the occlusion
of clusters and data points in the physical space. Here, the layout
was treated as a whole, where the focus was on reducing ambiguity
Figure 8: Examples of (A) cohesion decrease for phys2 and
(B) simultaneous cohesion decrease and increase for phys1.
and/or improving the visual consistency of the entire layout, over
the visual consistency and/or ambiguity of a singular cluster.
5.4.3 Separation changes. Looking at separation changes in iso-
lation (Table 3 columns 6-8), we distinguish between occasions
in which both the increase and decrease of separation occurred
(SEP+-) and occasions in which this occurred in isolation from each
other (either SEP+ or SEP-). From these three combinations, the
sole increase of separation was observed most frequently (Table 3
column 6), which refers to increasing the distance between the
centroids of neighboring clusters. For all trials, this approach was
taken 171 times at phase 1 (36%) and 218 times at phase 2 (45%).
The general approach we observed for increasing separation,
especially across phase 1, was the move of a single object to the
opposite side of its cluster, to make this cluster appear more distant
from the other clusters. A clear example is phys5, as one single
object was relocated 47 times at phase 1 (59%). As can be seen
from Figure 6 (phys5 phase 1), the relocation of the object does
separate the clusters without changing the internal cohesion of that
particular cluster (although the order of objects changes).
Across phase 2 we observed a general separation approach of
relocating a complete cluster further apart from others, maintaining
its internal structure (Figure 9B). However, unique variations of
this separation behavior occurred, for example by moving parts of
a cluster to increase the separation between (Figure 9C).
In comparison to cohesion, the simultaneous increase and de-
crease of separation occurred more often across phase 1 (12%) and
especially phase 2 (20%). This can be explained by the occasional
difference between the verbal explanations of participants and their
execution of the change. To illustrate we use phys3 as an example
(Figure 10). P8 explained that they wanted to increase separation
for the cluster of 3 cubes, which is performed successfully from
the largest cluster. However, simultaneously, the cluster of cubes
comes closer to the two remaining clusters, decreasing separation.
In summary, looking at separation changes in isolation, partici-
pants’ actions generally resulted only in an increase of separation,
either by relocating a single object to the opposite side of its cluster,
or moving a cluster’s centroid further away from others. In a similar
manner to cohesion, this behavior was expected as it resonates with
achieving visual consistency between clusters. However, in contrast
to a cluster’s internal cohesion, cluster separation involves moving
one or more clusters further apart, and, as such, is more dependent
on the physicalization canvas as a whole. This potentially explains
some observed behavior where participants moved a cluster further
away from another, indirectly causing it to come closer to another
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Figure 9: (A) Initial structure of phys2, (B) after separation
increase and (C) after separation increase by moving part of
a cluster.
Figure 10: (A) Initial structure of phys3 and (B) after simul-
taneous separation increase with the largest cluster and de-
crease with the two remaining clusters.
neighboring cluster. Depending on the participant and task at hand,
this might not have been the focus point of the participant.
It is important to note that cluster separation is rather susceptible
to internal restructuring, as not only relative internal distances
change, but also absolute locations (cluster centroids). To give an
example, moving an object to the other side of its cluster, could leave
the cohesion unchanged. However, this does alter the centroid’s
location and therefore the distance to any neighboring clusters.
Since a cluster can contain more than one object, the potential
to affect separation increases. Given our measure of separation
(centroids’ distance to their closest neighbors) many unintentional
separation changes (either increase or decrease) could occur.
5.4.4 Discussion: Proximity as reconfiguration strategy. Within the
reconfiguration strategy of proximity, the overarching approach
was to simultaneously increase cohesion and separation. In other
words, moving objects of a cluster closer together while also mov-
ing them as a cluster further apart from neighboring clusters. We
additionally observed both approaches used in isolation (e.g. only
cohesion) with a few combinations, somemore intuitive than others
(e.g. simultaneous increase and decrease of cohesion).
Our observations show parallels with 2D evaluation concepts
such as separability and integrality [27], which refer to the extent
to which multiple visual channels can be perceived or attended to
independently. The simultaneous increase of cohesion and separa-
tion results in objects within a cluster becoming more integral, and
objects between clusters becoming more separable. Hence, this is
an effective means to create visual consistency in a physicalization
and reduce any ambiguities.
Our observations also show differences with 2D visualization, in
that perspective plays a central role in the perception of physical
distance and space. Concepts such as separability and integrality
can be perceived differently in 3D space compared to 2D space.
For example, moving two clusters further apart so that they are
positioned left and right from the viewer (along the x-axis) might
visually appear more separate than two clusters being far and close
(along the y-axis), as after moving them apart they might still
occlude each other visually.
Counterintuitive behaviors can be discussed in light of physical
distance and space as well. Those that we observed, such as simul-
taneous increase and decrease of separation, or the disruption of
possible other trends, are difficult to explain from a purely visual
encoding point of view. However, when taking into account the
possible difference that exists between perceived physical informa-
tion and actual information, these behaviors can be explained by
looking at visual occlusion that can occur in physical space.
The observed simultaneous increase and decrease of separation
can be explained by participants not seeing the true proximity
between certain (clusters of) objects due to their perspective. In
other words, some (clusters of) objects might appear visually closer
or further apart than they actually are, depending on the perspective
of the viewer, which affects the reconfigurations participants deem
important to make the cluster(s) more distinct. This resonates with
prior observations of proximity occlusion [29].
Likewise, the observed behavior of deliberately disrupting trends
could be explained by participants not seeing the true continuity
of certain (clusters of) objects due to their perspective. In other
words, some (clusters of) objects might appear visually more or less
connected than they actually are, which affects the reconfigurations
participants deem important to make the cluster(s) more distinct.
This resonates with prior observations of continuity occlusion [29].
5.5 Atomic orientation as reconfiguration
strategy
Atomic orientation change occurs when one or more objects are
rotated in any of their axes. In general, this reconfiguration strategy
was performed for 66 trials at phase 1 (14%) and 78 trials at phase 2
(16%). Herein, we discuss three different approaches we observed
in our study: (i) rotation within the plane, (ii) rotation from plane
to space, and (iii) rotation from space to plane. We elaborate on
each of these in the following sections, for both phase 1 and 2, and
illustrate them by concrete examples from the physicalizations.
5.5.1 Rotation within the plane. We observed the approach of rota-
tion within the plane 23 times at phase 1 (5%) and 62 times at phase
2 (13%), exclusively for phys4 and phys6. As a concrete example,
we discuss the changes made for phys6 at phase 1 (Figure 11). All
the observed rotations in the plane were performed using one of
the two tallest objects of the green cluster in the bottom left of the
plane (Figure 11A). Participants had different explanations for their
actions, and performed it to either (i) increase separation to the
closest upright cluster (Figure 11B), (ii) integrate with the atomic
orientation within the cluster (Figure 11B), or (iii) increase sepa-
ration to the other flat-lying cluster (Figure 11C). Lastly, at phase
2, two participants reverted their change and performed separa-
tion increase instead, preserving the initial structure of the cluster
(Figure 11D).
To summarize, rotations within the plane of one or more objects
were performed with different intentions, such as increasing separa-
tion or differentiating atomic orientation with other clusters. These
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Figure 11: (A) Initial structure of phys6, and after rotation in the plane to either (B) increase separationwith the upright cluster,
(C) differentiate atomic orientation with the other flat cluster and (D) for phase 2 separation increase instead.
Figure 12: For phys4, (A) phase 1 rotation from plane to space, (B) phase 1 rotation within the plane, (C) phase 1 cohesion
increase and (D) although 3 different phase 1 actions, the same result at phase 2.
rotations in the plane exclusively occurred for phys4 and phys6,
which can be attributed to their objects having mixed orientations.
All rotations in the plane were performed using one of the larger
objects. This is likely because their size has a larger impact on the vi-
sual consistency when its orientation changes, compared to smaller
objects. The large (i.e. wide or deep) objects look visually different
from the viewer’s perspective when it is observed from a different
angle. Therefore, especially with the restriction of changing only
one object, rotating larger objects is an effective means to make
clusters more distinct and improve the overall visual consistency.
5.5.2 Rotation from plane to space. We observed the approach of
rotation from plane to space 37 times at phase 1 (8%) and 47 times
at phase 2 (10%). However, looking solely at phys4, rotation from
plane to space was performed 37 times at phase 1 (46%) and 46
times at phase 2 (58%). Hence, we will discuss phys4 as an example
to illustrate this approach.
The general approach we observed across trials and phases for
phys4 was the plane to space rotation of a specific flat-lying object
(37 times), for it to integrate with the atomic orientation of its
neighboring same-sized objects of the same cluster (Figure 12A).
In contrast to phase 1, in which this single rotation prevailed, in
phase 2, two different types of rotations were performed equally as
often (46-47 times; Figure 12A & B). So, in addition to the rotation
from plane to space of the flat-lying object, a rotation of an object
within the plane was performed.
As can be seen from Figure 12, three different approaches ob-
served for phys4 at phase 1, would result in a similar final layout at
phase 2. From the participant comments, it became clear that these
different approaches related to the extent to which they perceived
objects of similar size either similar or different due to their atomic
orientation. Participants aimed for visual alignment and made the
collective atomic orientation more consistent per cluster; in the
restricted phase 1 this led to varied rotations as first preference,
however, in the unrestricted phase 2 led to a similar visual outcome.
In summary, for rotations from plane to space, we generally
observed that rotations of objects were performed to make the
objects integrate more with the atomic orientation of the cluster
they were assigned to. This held true for single changes (phase 1)
and multiple (phase 2).
The layout with mixed orientations in phys4 motivated the ap-
proach of rotating objects from plane to space — and in particular
a specific flat-lying object in the blue cluster. Due to its stark vi-
sual ambiguity within that cluster (i.e. being the ‘odd one out’), it
was primarily chosen in this approach (37 times). Hence, placing
that object from flat to upright proves to be an effective way to
improve the visual consistency of that particular cluster — more
than a rotation within the plane would do for, i.e., the green cluster.
This suggests that not all types of rotations in 3D space result in
equally impactful visual results, and that rotations within the plane
(between x and y) might be perceived less impactful than rotations
from plane to space (from xy to z) or vise versa (from z to xy).
In contrast to rotation within the plane (discussed earlier), ro-
tation from plane to space was not frequently observed for phys6
(≤ 1%). We observed that although the layout of phys6 uses mixed
orientations, there is a stark separation in the proximity between
four potential clusters, and within these clusters the orientation
is fairly consistent — especially their orientation towards space.
Hence, participants were less inclined to make rotations from plane
to space to improve visual consistency.
5.5.3 Rotation from space to plane. We observed the approach of
rotation from space to plane 5 to 8 times at phases 1 and 2 (1-2%),
only across 3 physicalizations. As a concrete example, we discuss
the changes made by P5 for phys6 at phase 1. We observed that they
performed consistently the rotation from space to plane of one of the
tallest upright objects (Figure 13). They and one other participant
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that performed this exact behavior (P11) explained that they aimed
to differentiate between the two upwards clusters, by decreasing
the consistency in object orientation of one of the clusters. In this
way they would not have similar consistencies in orientation, hence
become more distinct.
For phys3 at phase 2 we observed a unique case in P1, as they
rotated one of the clusters from space to plane and explained that
they intended to differentiate between the two clusters by changing
the atomic orientation of one complete cluster (Figure 14).
In summary, for the approach of rotation from space to plane,
we generally observed that rotations of one or more objects were
performed to create a differentiation between clusters by creating
inconsistencies in orientation. In phys6, for example, instead of
strengthening the visual consistency within the clusters (as was
seen for previous two atomic rotation approaches), an ambiguity
was introduced to make the cluster differ from another cluster that
would otherwise appear similar. Likewise, in phys3, a complete clus-
ter was made more ambiguous, to make the cluster stand out from
the rest of the physicalization layout. We conclude that rotation
from space to plane is particularly useful to create local ambiguities,
to improve the distinction of clusters in the overall layout.
5.5.4 Discussion: Atomic orientation as reconfiguration strategy.
Within the reconfiguration strategy of atomic orientation we ob-
served three approaches: (i) rotation within the plane, (ii) rotation
from plane to space, and (iii) rotation from space to plane. In gen-
eral, we observed that rotations within the plane and rotations
from space to plane were performed to increase separation and/or
differentiate the atomic orientation with other clusters. For rotation
from plane to space, the intention was to make the object integrate
more with the atomic orientation of the cluster it was assigned to.
Figure 13: (A) Initial structure of phys6 and (B) after rotation
of a single object from plane to space.
Figure 14: (A) Initial structure of phys3 and (B) after cluster
rotation from space to plane.
As opposed to flat 2D visualizations, which allow for rotation in
solely x and y directions, rotation in physical space with the addi-
tional z-axis has different implications. We observed that rotations
could either be used to integrate within or differentiate between
clusters, which again shows parallels with the notions of integral-
ity and separability from 2D visualization work [27]. However, it
remains an open question to what extent rotations across the three
axes are perceived similarly or equally, such as rotations in the
plane versus rotations from plane to space. One example is, as illus-
trated in interactions with phys3 (Figure 14), a complete cluster that
was reconfigured from space to plane to bring them to a ‘different
dimension’ in relation to the clusters standing upright. Differently,
for phys6, the atomic orientation change of a single object within
a cluster was used to differentiate between clusters. Hence, it can
be questioned if rotations across all three axes are perceived and
utilized similarly, or that particular types of rotation can be used
for different intentions and can have different implications.
We connect our work to prior findings from psychophysics on
the notion of radial-tangential illusion [2], which describes that
lengths represented away from and towards the body are perceived
to be larger than lengths that are presented from side to side to the
user. This indicates that the perceived length of an object depends
on its orientation. Since we applied four orientation conditions
for each of the six exemplar physicalizations, this would result in
objects in some orientations to be perceived as ‘tall’ whereas in
other orientations as ‘wide’.
To give another example, if one observes two objects of similar
size, one standing upright and one lying flat away from the user,
they might be perceived more similarly, then the two same objects
but then standing upright and one lying flat from side to side to
the user. This can be explained by atomic orientation occlusion [29],
which describes that due to different atomic orientations of objects,
objects of similar size might look different and objects of different
size might look similar.
To conclude, atomic orientation occlusion of physical data ob-
jects interacts/interferes with the concepts of integrality and sepa-
rability in ways different to 2D visualization. Hence, it invites for
further reconfiguration possibilities and/or different layers of infor-
mation. It could be further explored how we can assign meaning to
different types of rotation of data objects in physical space.
5.6 Other reconfiguration strategies
We observed other minor reconfiguration strategies for a total of 20
times across phases 1 and 2 (1-4%) but only for 3 physicalizations.
We discuss all changes made, in which no proximity change and/or
atomic orientation change occurred. These minor strategies almost
exclusively occurred at phase 2.
The swapping of objects was observed 18 times at phase 2 (4%),
across three physicalizations. Swapping refers to the instances in
which no proximity or atomic orientation changes have been made,
but two or more objects have swapped their location on the canvas.
This approach generally was performed to either strengthen the
perceived patterns or disrupt them further to put the emphasis on
one larger trend. One example is P14, who performed the swapping
of objects for 75% of their trials for phys5 (Figure 15B) to let the
trend of that cluster integrate with the other increasing trends.
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Figure 15: (A) Initial structure of phys5 as perceived by P14 (3 clusters) and (B) after the swapping of 2 objects (bottom left) to
increase cohesion. (C) Initial structure of phys5 as perceived by P6 (5 clusters) and (D) after the removal of an object.
Although removal was not part of the procedure instructions,
we observed 2 cases in which a single object was removed. This
was performed by P15 at phase 1 for phys2, and by P6 at phase 2
for phys5 (Figure 15). P6 removed one object and aligned the others
to make sure all x and y rows and columns contained 3 objects.
P15 explained they removed the object as they wanted to prevent
possible other trends to be seen in the physicalization structure.
To summarize, in 20 trials, the reconfiguration strategies of swap-
ping and removal were used to either strengthen the perceived
patterns or to reduce the visibility of other trends. The swapping of
objects was thereby used to improve the overall visual consistency
of the physicalization layout, where the absolute location of the
cluster (the centroid) remained unchanged. Visually, the changes
made through swapping appear more subtly, as it improves the
overall visual consistency (i.e. trends) without changing the loca-
tion of a cluster. The removal of objects was used to ‘declutter’ the
layout from any ambiguous data point or ambiguity in the trends
perceived. However, whether and how we should anticipate this
reconfiguration strategy is uncertain, as users effectively remove
data points in the task of making clusters more distinct.
6 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigated people’s spontaneous reconfigura-
tion strategies for the reorganization of exemplar physicalizations
(from the physical bar chart archetype) to make clusters more ‘dis-
tinct’. Our findings show that proximity change was generally the
most used strategy to reorganize clusters, primarily resulting in
increased cohesion and separation. We observed that participants
performed few or no changes in physicalizations with a constant
internal structure (such as phys1 and phys2). Likewise, where the
physicalization had a less distinct structure and higher separation
(such as phys6) no changes were made. If physicalizations adhere
strongly to perceptual properties, i.e. they are visually consistent
and do not contain ambiguities, there is no need to manipulate them.
In contrast, for more complex physicalizations, i.e. with mixed ori-
entations or objects in a diagonal line (such as phys4 and phys5),
diverse changes were made. If physicalizations adhere weakly to
perceptual properties, i.e. the orientations are visually ambiguous,
users are inclined to manipulate them to reduce or eliminate these
ambiguities. Overall, our results suggest that future (dynamic) com-
posite physicalizations should consider proximity changes as a
main form of interaction, as it proves an effective way of improving
the visual consistency and reducing ambiguity in a visualization.
6.1 Differences between reconfiguration
strategies with or without restrictions
We observed different reconfiguration strategies when comparing
the two study phases. In phase 1 (with restriction of changing one
object), we generally observed participants increasing cohesion by
‘pushing’ an object into a cluster, often compromising the initial
cluster structure. For phase 2 (no restrictions), increasing cohesion
was achieved by moving objects of a cluster closer together. Sim-
ilarly, when increasing separation in phase 1 participants would
move an object to the other side of its cluster, visually changing the
initial cluster structure, whereas for phase 2 the complete cluster
would be relocated (maintaining the initial cluster structure). In
other words, when participants were restricted to changing one
object, they would sometimes compromise the visual consistency of
the initial cluster structure, to increase cohesion and/or separation,
whereas with no restrictions, they choose to maintain the cluster
structure. Our study showed that regardless of more or less restric-
tions, participants were able to reorganize the physicalizations. As
the design of composite physicalizations requires the consideration
of the level of granularity, degree of manipulability, and level of
actuation [23] this poses the question of what combination of limi-
tations and freedom will support users in reconfiguring data. This
opens up further questions about the extent to which future com-
posite physicalizations should dictate and/or restrict the intended
interaction with data.
6.2 Proximity and atomic orientation as novel
encodings in 3D space
Our findings are in line with related work from shape-changing
interfaces and constructive visualization that showed that prox-
imity was used to differentiate between clusters of data [13, 34].
For example, in EMERGE [34], participants would hide irrelevant
data to either emphasize or create a barrier between grouped rows,
and with constructive token visualizations [14], participants would
create differences in proximity in the canvas to show which data
was more or less related within the visualization. These actions are
equivalent to the increase of cohesion and separation we observed
in our study, and also show parallels with the concepts of integrality
and separability of 2D visualization [27]. However, related work
remains close to the traditional visualization concepts of columns
and rows, whereas the physical representation of data invites the
more free-form use of 3D space. While work on constructive visu-
alization [13] showed that some participants freely made use of the
3D space (e.g., creating row and columns, but also combinations of
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plane and stacked organizations), actual interactive systems such as
EMERGE [34] and ShapeCanvas [7] provide very limited physical
manipulations considering data points are fixed and can only be
moved up or down.
Extending related work, our work illustrates that participants
were confident in performing spatial data object organizations on
abstract physicalizations that went beyond the traditional repre-
sentation of data. Although proximity changes came out as most
effective to reorganize physical data objects, our study also opened
up the consideration of atomic orientation as a way to reconfigure
data points. It could be a promising new way of encoding physical
data, allowing for the indication of similar or different clusters,
create multiple ‘dimensions’ or categories, and allow for people to
perform interactions between these dimensions by using rotation.
Our findings enable new opportunities for designing systems
whose focus is not solely on linear manipulation. The rotation of
data objects could allow for novel interactions with data representa-
tions. For example, rotating objects to put more or less emphasis on
data points, make distinct dimensions or categories in the data or
allow for easier comparisons regardless of perspective. To conclude,
future work could further explore how the atomic orientation of
data points provides new ways of encoding data in 3D space. For
example, dynamic composite physicalizations that allow for a both
human intervention and actuation to perform free-form cohesion
and separation changes to organize data objects in physical space.
6.3 Reconfiguration for data presentation and
organization in physical space
One of the key reasons for separating and organizing clusters is
for data presentation. The utility of proximity and atomic orienta-
tion changes could be different between abstract physicalizations
and concrete representations. Therefore, the free organization and
presentation in space will not be suitable for all types of physi-
calization. To give an example, it might be more suitable for the
communication of trends over actual data points. Related work on
static composite physicalizations that use more expressive shapes
[19, 32], could benefit from exploring organization in a broader
sense and how it can support engagement and reflection.
Further utilizing the physical space for data organization also
has implications for the interpretation of data. One example is,
if we allow for the free organization of data points using atomic
orientation, this might require a new approach to designing axes
labeling to make sure that users are still able to read data accurately.
Moreover, we need to be sure that one person’s changes will be
interpreted in the same way by others and how manual reconfigu-
ration will exactly coexist in case of multiple users and/or with for
example dynamic datasets.
Looking at an overview of example physicalizations [5] we be-
lieve that reconfiguration strategies can impact real-world applica-
tions. More concrete work on geographical data, molecular struc-
tures and constructive visualizations (see [5, 13]) would benefit
from incorporating cohesion and separation mechanisms in the
interaction design and spatial layout of their physicalizations. Co-
hesion and separation could then be used to further communicate
patterns, facilitate transformations, and inform data interaction
with these physical systems.
For example, cohesion and separation changes could facilitate
the tweaking of cluster algorithms in an exploratory manner, based
on ad-hoc and on the spot insights from the physicalization. If a
researcher argues a data point is more strongly associated with a
particular cluster due to their tacit knowledge — more than the
visualization indicates — pushing that data point into the appropri-
ate cluster then provides feedback for that algorithm. Allowing for
reconfiguration hereby allows the researcher to add weights to the
data points based on (interaction with) the physicalization itself.
Another example use case would be to use cohesion and separation
changes as transformations to the dataset — informing the actuation
of the dynamic composite physicalization itself. Pushing objects
closer together could result in the physicalization to adapt its scale
(e.g. from linear to logarithmic) to accommodate the changed data
point and thereby offer a quick and intuitive adaptation of the
visualization without altering the underlying data value.
Whereas we observed a variety of reconfigurations among partic-
ipants, the overarching goals were to (i) improve visual consistency
and/or (ii) reduce or eliminate ambiguity in the physicalization.
Expanding our findings beyond data analysis and presentation,
the physical reconfiguration of information objects poses an in-
teresting design strategy. Perhaps, tangible user interfaces (TUIs)
could translate input into preferences and actionable results (e.g.
smart home control) or be used as a management tool (e.g. with
axes being priority, employees, urgency, etc.). The reconfiguration
strategies can inform the composition of interactive elements in
a TUI and provide design ideas for intuitive ways of interacting
with these elements. To give an example, concepts such as cohesion,
separation and rotation can inform TUI themes such as tangible
manipulation, spatial interaction, and embodied facilitation [12] and
help inform how bodily interactions with physical objects in space
should translate to underlying computation. One approach is to, for
example, use cohesion and separation to clarify (spatial) relations
between functionalities of the TUI elements, before and/or during
interacting. The atomic orientation of TUI elements could be further
explored as a means to perform rotations, allowing interactions on
different ‘dimensions’.
6.4 The future design of static, constructive and
dynamic composite data physicalizations
This study shows one example of using physical space, in a lab-
based setup, which prompts us that there are many other things that
should be examined. This includes improving the usability of data
objects with different physical properties than, for example, bar
charts and exploring future approaches to reconfiguration in space
(degree of manipulability), such as stacking, 360 degrees rotation
and shape deformation. We provide a few suggestions about how
this new knowledge on reconfiguration could be supported with
the three types of composite physicalizations.
Looking at static and constructive composite physicalizations,
the data objects or ‘buckets’ of data could be designed in such a
way that they allow for more effective comparison in 3D space.
This includes their affordance to be compared with each other
on multiple axes, or considering their rotation to create a high
degree of encoded complexity when constructing visualizations
from scratch. Future work could explore the design of combinations
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of these manipulations to utilize 3D space in physically authoring,
analyzing or presenting data representations.
For dynamic composite physicalizations, it could be beneficial
to reconsider the current technology implementations and see how
actuation plays a role in proximity and atomic orientation changes.
In 3D space, data values are not solely communicated in height,
but also, for example, by their location, orientation, size, shape,
behavior and all this in relation to other data objects and the user(s).
Research in the field of physicalization should better understand
what type of interactions and what relation between human inter-
vention and system actuation allow the user to most effectively
perform data organizations. The way that participants applied co-
hesion and separation changes in our work partially informs us on
how we should implement these in transformations with and actu-
ation of dynamic composite physicalizations. To give an example,
dynamic composite physicalizations could be responsive before,
during, and after (temporary) changes are made to further facilitate
data reorganization and presentation.
6.5 Limitations
Our study has some limitations that we outline below. First, our
study was conducted with a non-interactive prototype in an exper-
imental lab setting. To avoid recognition bias, we used six designs
that were abstract representations of data based on the physical bar
chart archetype of physicalizations (such as [9, 24, 33]). Whilst our
results generalize over these different exemplars of physicalizations,
it is unclear how they translate to other data representations, with
different form factors and system implementations.
Second, whereas with 2D visualizations there are many kinds
of interactions reported in the literature, our work explored ba-
sic reconfiguration strategies, not an exhaustive list of possible
interactions. Future work is necessary to operationalize these re-
configuration strategies in the form of ‘real’ datasets and interactive
systems to reveal the implications of context on people’s sensemak-
ing, how someone else interprets one person’s change and how
these manipulations change the underlying data model. However,
our results are a first starting point for the design of such follow-up
studies and systems.
Third, our analysis is based on final configurations at the end of
phase 1 and phase 2, thus only provides two snapshots and does not
capture the interaction process. These isolated experimental obser-
vations of the actions of participants, do not include participants’
behavior and — except for anecdotal quotes — their ‘intent’. One ex-
ample is that some participants placed objects back to their original
position at the end of phase 1, to start phase 2 with ‘a clean slate’,
whereas others would make changes more ad-hoc; and some par-
ticipants would temporarily make changes to check if they created
the result they desired and if not, undo the change. This resonates
with the concept of offloading as discussed by Kirsh [20] and Liu et
al. [25], that explains that rearrangement of physical objects can
serve not only to highlight categories/clusters, but also to simplify
choice and/or to prevent us from considering irrelevant alternatives.
Future work could study in more depth how these strategies, and
changes in strategies, match the participants’ sensemaking process.
Fourth, our study uses a non-interactive ‘data-agnostic’ approach
as used in prior work that studied aspects of physicalization in iso-
lation [14, 18, 29]. It is also motivated by work from Elliott et al. [6]
which describes experimental methods to study visualizations sys-
tematically by breaking them up into specific isolated topics and
paradigms. An inherent limitation of this approach and methodol-
ogy is the removal of context, as we studied reconfiguration inde-
pendently from data actions with a real dataset. Our apparatus were
abstract exemplar physicalizations (similar to [18]) and the tasks
were focused on spatial clustering. Hence, the reconfigurations that
participants performed in our study had the aim of rearranging data
points, rather than transforming them. Future work could study
the further implications of context on people’s interactions with
physicalizations and how cluster reconfiguration could be mapped
on data transformations.
7 CONCLUSION
This paper reports on the extent to which participants were able
to use reconfiguration to reorganize physical data objects within
a physicalization. We conducted an experiment with six exemplar
physicalizations and asked participants to reorganize them using
reconfiguration with or without any restrictions. Our study shows
that changes in proximity and atomic orientation are the two main
reconfiguration strategies that were used to reorganize physical
data objects into distinct clusters. Additionally, we provide a further
dissection of these strategies and illustrate how these allowed for
the change of cohesion and separation of clusters. With our work,
we aim to inform the future design of interactions with dynamic
composite physicalizations, which can go beyond the use of the
plane and utilize the physical 3D space.
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